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Background: Current tobacco treatment guidelines have

Results: The guideline panel formulated ﬁve strong recommendations

established the efﬁcacy of available interventions, but
they do not provide detailed guidance for common
implementation questions frequently faced in the clinic. An
evidence-based guideline was created that addresses several
pharmacotherapy-initiation questions that routinely confront
treatment teams.

and two conditional recommendations regarding pharmacotherapy
choices. Strong recommendations include using varenicline rather than
a nicotine patch, using varenicline rather than bupropion, using
varenicline rather than a nicotine patch in adults with a comorbid
psychiatric condition, initiating varenicline in adults even if they are
unready to quit, and using controller therapy for an extended treatment
duration greater than 12 weeks. Conditional recommendations include
combining a nicotine patch with varenicline rather than using
varenicline alone and using varenicline rather than electronic cigarettes.

Methods: Individuals with diverse expertise related to smoking

cessation were empaneled to prioritize questions and outcomes
important to clinicians. An evidence-synthesis team conducted
systematic reviews, which informed recommendations to answer
the questions. The GRADE (Grading of Recommendations,
Assessment, Development, and Evaluation) approach was used to
rate the certainty in the estimated effects and the strength of
recommendations.
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Question 2: For TobaccoDependent Adults in Whom
Treatment Is Being Initiated,
Should Treatment Be Started
with Varenicline or Bupropion?
Question 3: For TobaccoDependent Adults in Whom
Treatment Is Being Initiated,
Should Treatment Be Started
with Varenicline plus NicotineReplacement Therapy or
Varenicline Alone?
Question 4: For TobaccoDependent Adults in Whom
Treatment Is Being Initiated,
Should Treatment Be Started

Summary of
Recommendations
1. For tobacco-dependent adults in
whom treatment is being initiated, we
recommend varenicline over a nicotine
patch (strong recommendation,
moderate certainty in the estimated
effects). Remarks: To promote adherence
to pharmacologic therapy, providers should
be prepared to counsel patients about the
relative safety and efﬁcacy of varenicline
treatment compared with a nicotine patch.
2. For tobacco-dependent adults in
whom treatment is being initiated, we
recommend varenicline over bupropion
(strong recommendation, moderate
certainty in the estimated effects).
3. For tobacco-dependent adults in
whom treatment is being initiated, we
suggest varenicline plus a nicotine
patch over varenicline alone
(conditional recommendation, low
certainty in the estimated effects).
4. For tobacco-dependent adults in
whom treatment is being initiated, we
suggest varenicline over electronic
cigarettes (conditional recommendation,
very low certainty in the estimated
effects). Remarks: The recommendation’s
strength reﬂects very low certainty
in the effects used to derive the
recommendation. After our evidence
synthesis, new evidence emerged
regarding serious adverse effects of
electronic cigarettes. If these serious
adverse effects continue to be reported,
the strength of the recommendation
should be reevaluated. Note that this
recommendation is intended for
e6

with Varenicline or an Electronic
Cigarette?
Question 5: In TobaccoDependent Adults Who Are Not
Ready to Discontinue Tobacco
Use, Should Clinicians Begin
Treatment with the Optimal
Controller or Wait Until They Are
Ready to Stop Tobacco Use?
Question 6: In TobaccoDependent Adults with
Comorbid Psychiatric
Conditions, Including
Substance-Use Disorder,
Depression, Anxiety,
Schizophrenia, and/or Bipolar

treatment of tobacco dependence under
the supervision of a clinician; it should
not be extrapolated to unsupervised
treatment or recreational use.
5. In tobacco-dependent adults who are
not ready to discontinue tobacco use,
we recommend that clinicians begin
treatment with varenicline rather than
waiting until patients are ready to stop
tobacco use (strong recommendation,
moderate certainty in the estimated effects).
6. For tobacco-dependent adults with
comorbid psychiatric conditions,
including substance-use disorder,
depression, anxiety, schizophrenia,
and/or bipolar disorder, for whom
treatment is being initiated, we
recommend varenicline over a nicotine
patch (strong recommendation,
moderate certainty in the estimated
effects).
7. For tobacco-dependent adults for
whom treatment is being initiated with
a controller, we recommend using
extended-duration (>12 wk) over
standard-duration (6–12 wk) therapy
(strong recommendation, moderate
certainty in the estimated effects).

Introduction
Tobacco dependence remains a pervasive
clinical problem in pulmonary practice.
In 1988, the U.S. Surgeon General ﬁrst
described tobacco use as the cardinal sign
of addiction to nicotine (1). The report
established that treatment of this
intransigent addiction requires shifting
from episodic models of care to sustained,

Disorder, for Whom Treatment Is
Being Initiated, Should
Clinicians Start with the Optimal
Controller Identiﬁed for Patients
without Psychiatric Conditions
or Use a Nicotine Patch?
Question 7: In TobaccoDependent Adults for Whom
Treatment Is Being Initiated with
a Controller, Should They Be
Treated with an ExtendedDuration (>12 wk) or StandardDuration (6–12 wk) Regimen?
Discussion
Patient Perspective

longitudinal strategies, emphasizing longterm control over the compulsion to smoke.
Eight years later, the USPHS published a
comprehensive tobacco-dependence
treatment guideline, establishing a new
paradigm for care (2). The guideline,
together with its 2008 update (3), provided
the evidential basis for pharmacologic
treatment and a workﬂow to maximize
penetration of pharmacologic treatment
into clinical practice. As a result, a
ﬁrst principle of clinical practice was
established: all patients who use tobacco
should receive treatment for their
dependence, rather than simply being
encouraged to stop.
Clinicians engage tobacco treatment
infrequently, limiting the effectiveness of
other pulmonary interventions (4). Several
explanatory theories have been proposed,
including that clinicians’ willingness to
invest in the problem may be limited by
their frustration with continued smoking
despite respiratory symptoms (4, 5) and/or
by the perceived ineffectiveness of
pharmacotherapeutic interventions (4, 6).
Although the USPHS guidelines have
deemed interventions as efﬁcacious, they
do not provide tailored guidance for
common clinical questions that impact
effectiveness.
Guideline Scope and Target Audience

This guideline expands on the USPHS
foundation. It focuses on the initial
pharmacotherapy of tobacco dependence,
deﬁned by problematic patterns of tobacco
use leading to clinically signiﬁcant
impairment or distress, in adult patients,
excluding pregnant and adolescent
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populations. The goal is to improve
patient-centered care of tobacco
dependence by identifying a single
evidence-based pathway that balances
important outcomes, including shortand long-term tobacco abstinence and
serious adverse events (SAEs), while
accounting for important clinical
variability (Figure 1). It was not possible to
include all possible pharmacotherapy
combination choices, nor was it feasible
to account for all possible variations
encountered in practice.
The panel recognized that the epidemic
of tobacco dependence involves an array of
social, environmental, and behavioral
determinants. However, the panel had
to omit important topics, such as
communication and counseling methods,
healthcare system designs, epidemic-control
policies, and second-line therapy, because
each is sufﬁciently robust to warrant its own
guideline. This guideline was created with
the assumption that accepted foundations of
tobacco-dependence treatment are already
in practice (Box 1).
The target audience for the
recommendations in our guideline includes
patients, physicians, other clinicians, nurses,
and policy makers who inform patient
decision-making, clinical practice, and
health-policy decisions. The intended
settings for applying all recommendations
include any clinical setting where
pharmacologic therapy is being initiated.

Clinical Question(s)

d

d

The terms treatment of tobacco
dependence and treatment encompass the
totality of evaluation and management
services provided by clinicians,
whereas the terms cessation, quit, and
abstinence are limited to discussions of
outcome.
Pharmacotherapy is used to describe the
general class of tools used to achieve
clinical objectives. The more common
terms pharmacologic supports, quit-
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Potential
Modifications

Would combining multiple
mechanisms of action
improve outcomes?

PICO 1: For tobacco-dependent adults in whom
treatment is being initiated, should treatment
be started with varenicline or nicotine patch?
PICO 2: For tobacco-dependent adults in whom
treatment is being initiated, should treatment
be started with bupropion or varenicline?

PICO 3: For tobacco-dependent adults in whom
treatment is being initiated, should treatment
be started with the optimal controller
medication (varenicline) plus nicotine
replacement therapy or the optimum
controller (varenicline) alone?

PICO 4: For tobacco-dependent adults in whom
treatment is being initiated, should treatment
be started with an electronic cigarette or the
optimal controller medication?
What if patients...
aren’t interested in
approved therapies?
Important
Patient-Level
Moderators

have a mental health
or substance use
disorder?
remain ambivalent
about not smoking?

Maintenance

Terminology

It is well established that nicotine addiction
is a compulsive disorder, characterized not
by insufﬁcient motivation to stop but also by
ampliﬁed unconscious motivation to
continue the maladaptive behavior (1).
Dependence is a chronic relapsing and
remitting disease, requiring longitudinal
management. For these reasons, several
deliberate language choices were used
during the production of this document:

Initial
Medication
Choice

Which is the optimal
controller medication
choice for initiating
tobacco dependence
treatment?

PICO Question(s)

What is the optimal
duration of
pharmacologic
treatment?

PICO 5: In tobacco-dependent adults who are not
ready to discontinue tobacco use, should
clinicians begin treatment with the optimal
cotroller or wait until they are ready to stop
tobacco use?
PICO 6: In tobacco-dependent adults with co-morbid
psychiatric conditions, including substance
use disorder, depression, anxiety,
schizophrenia, and/or bipolar disorder, in
whom treatment is being initiated, should
clinicians start with the optimal controller
medication identified for patients without
psychiatric conditions or use NRT patch?

PICO 7: In tobacco-dependent adults for whom
treatment is being initiated with a controller,
should they be treated with standard
duration (6 to 12 weeks) or extended
duration (greater than 12 weeks)?

Figure 1. Logic model for identification of important clinical questions and translation into evaluable
PICO-formatted questions. NRT = nicotine-replacement therapy; PICO = Population, Intervention,
Comparator, and Outcome.

d

d

smoking medications, and cessation aids
are avoided to emphasize the clinicians’
role in longitudinal management.
Although we recognize the unique role of
the prescriber in pharmacotherapeutic
decision-making, we also recognize the
importance of associated caregivers in
achieving pharmacotherapeutic goals
and addressing patient concerns. The
term treatment team is used to
emphasize the preference for an
integrated, multidisciplinary approach to
treatment.
The dichotomous terms success and
failure are not used, favoring instead the

d

concept of a compulsion to smoke that
exists on a therapeutic continuum from
uncontrolled to controlled. Control over
compulsion emphasizes the waxing and
waning nature of therapeutic effects
over time and highlights the need for
longitudinal vigilance.
Medications have been categorized as
controllers or relievers on the basis of
their pharmacokinetics (7). Controller
medications are expected to have a
delayed onset of effect, acting to reduce
the frequency and intensity of the
impulse to smoke, whereas reliever
medications are expected to have
e7
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of documented expertise and training in
tobacco-dependence counseling and/or
treatment. The ﬁnal panel included
individuals with expertise in guideline
methodology, behavioral health, health
equity, nursing, pharmacy, and pediatrics.
One member-in-training and one patient
representative were included. Two
committee members represented countries
outside of North America. A patient
representative participated in rating the
importance of the outcomes and
formulating the recommendations and
provided a unique patient perspective on the
importance of the guideline once completed.

varenicline replaced the “optimal
controller” in questions 3 through 6 when
formulating recommendations.
The panel selected and deﬁned
outcomes for each question a priori and
then rated the importance of each using a
9-point scale (15). The panel identiﬁed two
critically important outcomes relevant to all
questions: 1) abstinence, measured by
biomarkers or self-report, for the 7 days
before follow-up, performed at least 6
months after the target stop date, and 2)
incidence of SAEs, deﬁned by the trialists
as attributable to the pharmacologic
treatment. These included, but were not
limited to, depression, anxiety, suicidal
ideation or suicidal behavior, and
neurological events such as seizures.
Important outcomes also informed
decision-making, including 1) abstinence
during the treatment period; 2) tobacco-use
relapse measured at the end of the followup; 3) increase or decrease in use of other
substances, including alcohol, marijuana,
cocaine, and opioids; 4) quality of life
(QOL); 5) severity of withdrawal from the
beginning of the treatment to the end of the
follow-up, measured by global withdrawal
scores; and 6) change in tobacco use
measured by cigarettes per day.

Conﬂict-of-Interest Management

Literature Search

All potential panelists disclosed their
potential conﬂicts of interest to the ATS.
Most panelists were determined to have no
substantial conﬂicts of interest and were
approved to participate without limitation.
One panelist with a relevant industry
relationship participated in discussions but
was recused from formulating, grading,
writing, or editing recommendations.

A medical librarian worked with the
methodologists to search for available
evidence within MEDLINE, the Excerpta
Medica Database (EMBASE), the
Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied
Health Literature, the Cochrane Central
Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL),
the Cochrane Database of Systematic
Reviews, the National Institute of Health
Research Centre for Reviews and
Dissemination database, the World Health
Organization International Clinical Trials
Registry Platform, and ClinicalTrials.gov.
The initial search was not limited by
publication date or language, was
completed in January 2019, and was then
updated through October 2019 (see online
supplement). The Cochrane Scottish
Intercollegiate Guidelines Network
randomized-controlled-trials (RCTs)
ﬁlter was used to identify RCTs, and the
British Medical Journal Observational
Studies ﬁlter was used to identify
observational studies. Panel members
reviewed identiﬁed reference lists for
completeness.

Box 1. Foundations of Tobacco-Dependence Treatment:
1. All patients should be screened for tobacco use, and the potential diagnosis of
tobacco dependence should be assessed.
2. The diagnosis of tobacco dependence, as well as the toxic effects of tobacco
exposure, should be incorporated into the patient’s problem list.
3. Simply encouraging patients to stop smoking is insufﬁcient. All patients who use
tobacco should be provided with evidence-based treatment, including
pharmacotherapy, to help them stop.
4. Tobacco-dependence interventions require longitudinal follow-up, akin to the
longitudinal evaluation and management of other chronic illnesses.
Based on Reference 3.

more acute effects, useful in
relieving the impact of cue-induced
cravings.
Disclaimer

It is important to realize that guidelines
cannot account for all potential clinical
circumstances. This guideline is not
intended to supplant clinician judgment,
and its recommendations should not
be considered mandates. For all
recommendations, we have considered the
balance of desirable and undesirable effects,
certainty of evidence, patients’ values and
preferences, resources required, equity,
acceptability, and feasibility. Clinicians are
encouraged to apply the recommendations
in the clinical context of each individual
patient, particularly regarding the patient’s
values and preferences.

Methods
Guideline recommendations were
developed in accordance with principles
outlined by the Institute of Medicine (now
the National Academy of Medicine) (8). The
GRADE (Grading of Recommendations,
Assessment, Development, and Evaluation)
approach was used to assess the certainty of
the estimated effects and to rate the
strength of the recommendations (9–13).
Panel composition, conﬂict-of-interest
management, external review, and
organizational approval all proceeded in
accordance with American Thoracic Society
(ATS) policies and procedures (14).
Panel Composition

The project proposal was approved by the
ATS Board of Directors. Potential panelists
were identiﬁed by the co-chairs on the basis
e8

Questions and Outcomes of Interest

Twenty-two candidate questions in the
PICO (Population, Intervention,
Comparator, and Outcome) format were
prioritized during an in-person meeting
(May 2018), with seven being chosen for
inclusion in the guideline (Figure 1). One
question was discarded in May of 2019
because of an absence of evidence and was
replaced with an alternative question
(PICO 3), leading to a recommendation
based on available evidence. After
comparing varenicline, nicotine patches,
and bupropion in questions 1 and 2,
varenicline was shown to be the best
controller of the three; therefore,
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Literature Screening and Evidence
Synthesis

The methodology team followed the
principles outlined in the Cochrane
Handbook for Systematic Reviews of
Interventions, using title and abstract
screening, full-text screening, and data
extractions performed in duplicate (16).
Two independent reviewers conducted an
initial screening of titles and abstracts and
obtained the full texts of studies that
appeared eligible according to the inclusion
criteria. The screening process followed a
priori inclusion criteria delineating study
population, intervention, comparison, and
study design. Two reviewers conducted
duplicate full-text reviews and resolved any
disagreement through consensus
discussion.
Direct comparison meta-analyses used
the Mantel-Haenszel method with random
effects, with the chi-square test and I2
statistic being used to assess heterogeneity
(RevMan version 5.3; The Nordic Cochrane
Centre). A network meta-analysis with
Bayesian statistical approaches was
conducted, which included building ﬁxed
and random-effects network models by
running the Markov chain Monte Carlo
simulation, selecting the best-ﬁt model on
the basis of the deviance information
criterion, and checking intransitivity (gemtc
version 0.8-2; R Foundation for Statistical
Computing) (17). Funnel-plot symmetry
was used to assess publication bias (18).
Relative risks (RRs) were used to report
analysis of dichotomous outcomes, mean
differences (MDs) were used for continuous
outcomes, and hazard ratios (HRs) were
used for time-to-event outcomes; all were
accompanied by the 95% conﬁdence interval
(95% CI) for the estimate. The absolute
risk reduction (ARR) was estimated by
multiplying the median of risks observed in
control groups by the pooled risk ratio and
then presenting the result in terms of the
anticipated increase or decrease in patients
experiencing the effect per 1,000 patients
treated (19).
Within each comparison, certainty in
the estimated effects for each outcome was
assessed using the GRADE approach (20,
21). The lead methodologists categorized
the certainty in the estimated effects into
four degrees ranging from very low to high,
as determined by considering the risk of
bias, precision, consistency, directness,
likelihood of publication bias, presence of
a dose–effect relationship, and potential
American Thoracic Society Documents

effect of residual and opposing
confounding (11, 12, 22). The methodology
team also conducted systematic reviews of
patient values and preferences, as well as
cost-effectiveness.
For each question, GRADE evidence
proﬁles and the “Evidence-to-Decision”
(EtD) framework were constructed to
summarize the results of systematic reviews
by using the GRADEpro Guideline
Development Tool (www.gradepro.org) (9,
10, 13). Each EtD table included sections
on effectiveness and safety, resource use,
patient values and preferences, impact on
health equity, acceptability, and feasibility.
The Guidelines in Intensive care,
Development and Evaluation (GUIDE)
Group provided methods support for this
guideline.
Formulating Recommendations

Panel members reviewed the evidence
proﬁles and EtD tables (see online
supplement) at a second in-person meeting
in May of 2019. Recommendations were
formulated after panel members evaluated
the beneﬁts and harms, certainty in the
estimated effects, assumptions about values
and preferences, resource use, feasibility,
acceptability, and equity impact of various
courses of action. The strengths of the
recommendations were rated using
established GRADE criteria (23).
Consensus on the direction and strength of
recommendations, and on associated
remarks, was achieved through discussion
and iterative voting. Panelists with
dissenting opinions were given the
opportunity to record the rationale for their
dissent.
Independent Review

The resulting ﬁnal guideline was subject to
review by the ATS Documents Editor, and
by anonymous peer reviewers, and was
approved for publication by the ATS
Executive Committee, per ATS policy.
Funding and Updating

This guideline was funded by the ATS. In
accordance with ATS policy, the guideline
will be reevaluated by the sponsoring
assembly or committee in roughly 5 years,
and the need to readdress existing questions
or to address new questions will be
determined. The ATS did not inﬂuence the
content of this guideline.

Questions and
Recommendations
Question 1: For Tobacco-Dependent
Adults in Whom Treatment Is Being
Initiated, Should Treatment Be
Started with Varenicline or a Nicotine
Patch?
Rationale for question. Only 3% of smokers

who are untreated will achieve abstinence
within a given year (24, 25); however,
cessation increases signiﬁcantly if
pharmacotherapy is used (3). Maximizing
the impact of the initial pharmacotherapy
decision may promote adherence and
improve outcomes (26). To identify an
optimal controller medication, the panel
evaluated the relative effectiveness of
varenicline and a nicotine patch.
Summary of evidence. The systematic
review identiﬁed 14 RCTs directly
comparing varenicline with a nicotine patch.
Eleven RCTs reported point-prevalence
abstinence at 6 months after treatment,
assessed by self-report and exhaled carbon
monoxide (eCO) veriﬁcation (n = 7,362)
(27–38). Nine RCTs (n = 7,153) reported
important outcomes, including pointprevalence abstinence during the 10- to
12-week treatment period (27–34) (Table 1).
Beneﬁts. Compared with a nicotine
patch, varenicline increased long-term
abstinence, measured as 7-day pointprevalence abstinence at 6-month follow-up
(RR, 1.20; 95% CI, 1.09 to 1.32; ARR, 40
more per 1,000 patients; 95% CI, 18 more to
65 more; high certainty in the estimated
effects) and 7-day point-prevalence
abstinence during the treatment period (RR,
1.40; 95% CI, 1.31 to 1.49; ARR, 101 more
per 1,000 patients; 95% CI, 79 more to 124
more; high certainty in the estimated effects)
(27–36). Relative impact on QOL could not
be evaluated because of a paucity of data.
Harms and burdens. Varenicline likely
reduced the risk of SAEs compared with a
nicotine patch (RR, 0.72; 95% CI, 0.52 to
1.00; ARR, 3 fewer per 1,000 patients; 95%
CI, 5 fewer to 0 fewer; moderate certainty in
the estimated effects) (27, 28, 30, 31, 33–35,
37, 38). Varenicline may also reduce relapse
at the end of follow-up compared with a
nicotine patch (HR, 0.93; 95% CI, 0.78 to
1.11; low certainty in the estimated effects)
(30, 37). Overall severity of withdrawal
symptoms was assessed using Minnesota
Nicotine Withdrawal Scale (MNWS)
scores, with a lower score indicating a
e9

e10
Other
Considerations
Varenicline

Nicotine
Patch

Number (or Percent)
Relative

Absolute (per 1,000
Patients)

Effect (95% CI)

—

—
Serious

—
None

—

18/49 (36.7%)

14

—

—

RR, 1.42
(0.71–2.87)

RR, 0.56
(0.24–1.30)

HR, 0.93
(0.78–1.11)

RR, 0.72
(0.52–1.00)

—

MD, 0.32 lower
(↓0.33–↓0.31)

MD, 0.08 higher
(↓1.98–↑2.14)

108 more (↓75–↑483)

128 fewer (↓221–↑87)

N/A

3 fewer (↓5–↓0)

—

Important

Low

Very low

Very low

Very low

Low

Important

Important

Important

Important

Important

Moderate Critical

—

Definition of abbreviations: ↑ = increase of; ↓ = decrease of; CI = confidence interval; HR = hazard ratio; MD = mean difference; MNWS = Minnesota Nicotine Withdrawal Scale; N/A = not
available; RCT = randomized controlled trial; RR = relative risk.
Varenicline treatment was found to be superior to the patch in achieving continuous long-term abstinence and was associated with fewer adverse events. For complete evidence tables,
together with references, explanations of certainty assessments, and results of the Evidence-to-Decision process, see online supplement.

Severity of withdrawal, MNWS urge to smoke (follow-up: 7–12 wk; assessed with MNWS; lower score indicates better outcome)
2
RCT
Serious
Serious
Not serious
Not serious
None
381
380

Severity of withdrawal, MNWS total (follow-up: 12 wk; assessed with MNWS; lower score indicates better outcome)
1
RCT
Serious
Not serious
Not serious
Very serious
None
14

None

25.8%

Very serious

29.0%

—/314

1.1%

—

Other substance abuse, any drug (follow-up: 6 mo)
1
RCT
Serious
Not serious
Not serious

—/491

61/3,799 (1.6%)

—

Other substance abuse, alcohol (follow-up: 6 mo; assessed with alcohol test [breath alcohol < 0.02 g/dl])
1
RCT
Serious
Not serious
Not serious
Very serious
None
8/49 (16.3%)

Tobacco-use relapse measured at the end of the follow-up (follow-up: range, 8 wk to 6 mo)
2
RCT
Serious
Not serious
Not serious
Serious
None

Serious adverse events (follow-up: range, 4 wk to 3 mo)
10
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Not serious

Quality of life, not reported
—
—
—

Important

Critical

Certainty Importance

High

Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision

Certainty Assessment

Point-prevalence tobacco abstinence during the treatment period (follow-up: range, 10–12 wk; assessed with self-report 1 exhaled carbon monoxide)
9
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
None
1,449/3,640 (39.8%)
25.4%
RR, 1.40
101 more (↑79–↑124)
(1.31–1.49)

Risk of
Bias

High

Study
Design

Seven-day point-prevalence tobacco abstinence at 6 mo (follow-up: 6 mo; assessed with self-report 1 exhaled carbon-monoxide concentration veriﬁcation)
11
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
None
1,081/3,743 (28.9%)
20.2%
RR, 1.20
40 more (↑18–↑65)
(1.09–1.32)

No. of
Studies

Table 1. Evidentiary Basis for Strong Recommendation Favoring Varenicline over Nicotine Patch, with Moderate-Certainty Evidence
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better outcome (39). It is unclear whether
varenicline treatment improves an MNWS
score assessed at a 12-week follow-up
because of the very low certainty of the
estimated effects (MD, 0.08 higher; 95% CI,
1.98 lower to 2.14 higher; very low certainty
in the estimated effects) (36). Varenicline
treatment might reduce the MMWS
measure of the urge to smoke at follow-up
Weeks 7 to 12 (MD, 0.32 lower; 95% CI,
0.33 lower to 0.31 lower; low certainty in
the estimated effects) (27, 36).
Certainty in the estimated effects.

Certainty in the estimated effects was
consistently judged to be high for both 7-day
point-prevalence abstinence at 6-month
follow-up and point-prevalence abstinence
during the treatment period (range, 10 to 12
wk) (27–36). Certainty in the SAE estimate
during follow-up (4 wk to 3 mo) was
judged as moderate because of serious
imprecision (27, 28, 30, 32–35, 37, 38).
Certainty in the tobacco-use relapse
estimate during follow-up was judged as
low on the basis of risk of bias in the
open-label design of one RCT (27), with
imprecision suggesting possible opposing
conclusions regarding the relapse beneﬁt
of varenicline (30, 37). The overall severity
of withdrawal symptoms was judged to
be of very low certainty because of serious
risk of bias and very serious imprecision,
whereas the estimate of the urge to
smoke was judged to be of low certainty
because of a serious risk of bias and
inconsistency.
Other considerations. Over-thecounter accessibility and lower costs were
identiﬁed as important values to consider
when comparing efﬁcacy and safety (40–43).
Acknowledging signiﬁcant variation in
varenicline cost by country and insurance
coverage, the estimated direct costs for 12
weeks of medication ranged from $1,220 to
$1,584 for varenicline and $170 to $240 for
a nicotine patch. Cost-effectiveness analyses
suggested that varenicline is cost-effective
compared with a nicotine patch (30,
44–46). Uptake of varenicline was noted to
be lower than that of the patch, perhaps due
to underprescribing or limited availability,
but was considered a feasible option (47,
48).
Panel discussion and conclusions. The
panel concluded 1) that varenicline is
superior in achieving continuous long-term
abstinence when compared with a nicotine
patch and 2) that varenicline is associated
with fewer SAEs than a nicotine patch.
American Thoracic Society Documents

On balance, the panel concluded that the
clinical superiority of varenicline (balance
of effect) outweighs its higher price and
the possibly important uncertainty or
variability of patients’ values and
preferences. Therefore, a majority of the
panel preferred a strong recommendation.
Although there was unanimity about the
preferred intervention, two panelists (H.J.F.
and P.F.) departed from panel consensus
and advocated that the recommendation be
conditional rather than strong, arguing
that some patients may prefer to initiate
treatment with a nicotine patch because of
concerns of out-of-pocket costs, over-thecounter availability, and perceptions of
nonsevere adverse effects and that
escalation of therapy could be considered
on follow-up if a nicotine patch were not as
effective as initial pharmacotherapy.
Recommendation 1. For tobaccodependent adults in whom treatment
is being initiated, we recommend
varenicline over a nicotine patch (strong
recommendation, moderate certainty in the
estimated effects). Remarks: To promote
adherence to pharmacologic therapy,
providers should be prepared to counsel
patients about the relative safety and
efﬁcacy of varenicline treatment compared
with a nicotine patch.
What others are saying. The USPHS
guidelines clearly identiﬁed an association
between improved abstinence rates and
health insurance beneﬁt coverage for
pharmacotherapy (3). Tobacco-dependence
treatment is veriﬁably cost-effective when
compared with treatment of other clinical
disorders. To our knowledge, no clinical
practice guidelines have recommended
initiation with varenicline over a nicotine
patch. However, the American College of
Cardiology recently published a tobaccocessation clinical pathway, recommending
varenicline or combination nicotinereplacement therapies for both outpatients
with stable cardiovascular disease and
hospitalized patients with acute coronary
syndrome upon discharge (49).
Research needs. Clinical trials to
assess the long-term efﬁcacy and relapseprevention capabilities of both the
intervention and the comparator were
limited. Future research should consider
measuring QOL outcomes, given the paucity
of evidence on this outcome. More research
is needed to evaluate effective strategies for
using varenicline in relapse prevention and
management. Behavioral and social-science

investment in strategies for improving
uptake of varenicline are warranted. An
assessment of the potentially negative
consequences of over-the-counter
availability of pharmacotherapy would also
be useful in directing future policy.
Question 2: For Tobacco-Dependent
Adults in Whom Treatment Is Being
Initiated, Should Treatment Be
Started With Varenicline or
Bupropion?
Rationale for question. Bupropion was the
ﬁrst nonnicotine pharmacotherapy for the
treatment of tobacco dependence and has
established itself as an effective controller
agent (50–52). Despite different
mechanisms of action, bupropion and
varenicline are sometimes considered
equivalent ﬁrst-line agents for tobaccodependence treatment (53). To identify the
optimal controller medication, the panel
evaluated the relative effectiveness of
bupropion and varenicline.
Summary of evidence. Our systematic
review identiﬁed seven RCTs comparing
varenicline with bupropion. Four of the
trials (n = 5,626) evaluated 7-day pointprevalence abstinence rates at 6-month
follow-up (28, 54–56). Five trials (n = 5,655)
evaluated 7-day point-prevalence
abstinence during the 8- to 12-week
treatment period (28, 54–57). Two trials
were identiﬁed that explored impact on
QOL (54, 55, 58), and seven trials evaluated
the incidence of SAEs with varenicline
compared with bupropion (28, 54–57, 59,
60). Withdrawal symptoms were estimated
using the MNWS and the Brief
Questionnaire of Smoking Urges (QSUbrief) (54, 55, 59) (Table 2).
Beneﬁts. Varenicline increased the 7day point-prevalence of tobacco abstinence
at 6-month follow-up compared with
bupropion (RR, 1.30; 95% CI, 1.19 to 1.42;
ARR, 77 more per 1,000 patients; 95% CI, 40
more to 108 more; high certainty in the
estimated effects). Within the active
treatment period, varenicline increased
abstinence, largely measured as 7-day pointprevalence abstinence (RR, 1.41; 95% CI,
1.32 to 1.52; ARR, 147 more per 1,000
patients; 95% CI, 115 more to 187 more;
high certainty in the estimated effects).
Regarding QOL, treatment with varenicline
may increase the self-control score
compared with bupropion (effect size, 0.17,
in which a higher score equals better QOL;
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95% CI, not available; low certainty in the
estimated effects). Varenicline may improve
QOL measured as a health transition score
(effect size, 20.18, in which a lower score
equals better QOL; 95% CI, not available;
low certainty in the estimated effects).
Harms and burdens. Seven RCTs
contributed to estimates of SAEs, monitored
within a range of 7 weeks to 3 months of
follow-up (28, 54–57, 59, 60). Varenicline
treatment probably reduced the risk of
SAEs compared with bupropion (RR, 0.81;
95% CI, 0.57 to 1.16; ARR, 3 fewer per
1,000 patients; 95% CI, 8 fewer to 3 more;
moderate certainty in the estimated effects).
Varenicline probably reduced withdrawal
symptoms as measured by both the
MMWS urge to smoke (MD, 0.3 lower; 95%
CI, 0.43 lower to 0.17 lower; moderate
certainty in the estimated effects) and the
QSU-brief total craving score (MD, 0.23
lower; 95% CI, 0.37 lower to 0.09 lower;
moderate certainty in the estimated
effects).
Certainty in the estimated
effects. Certainty in the estimated effects

was judged to be high for 7-day pointprevalence abstinence, at both the 6-month
follow-up and during the active treatment
periods. Tobacco abstinence was assessed by
self-report and veriﬁed by eCO
concentration. Certainty in the estimated
effects on QOL was low because of risk of
bias and imprecision. Certainty in effects
regarding SAEs was moderate because of
imprecision. Finally, certainty in effects on
withdrawal, urge to smoke, and overall
cravings was moderate because of
imprecision.
Other considerations. The guideline
panel considered tobacco abstinence at
6 months or later and the avoidance of SAEs
to be critical outcomes. Given the
availability of generic bupropion, we
considered the potential cost barriers to
implementation and conducted a systematic
review to assess the cost-effectiveness of
using varenicline compared with bupropion.
We identiﬁed three cost-utility analyses, two
cost-effectiveness analyses, and one
cost–beneﬁt analysis in the U.S. setting
(45–47, 61–63). All economic evaluations
identiﬁed suggested that varenicline is
cost-effective compared with bupropion.
The panel noted that, although
methodologically sound, most of the U.S.
economic evaluations were funded by the
manufacturer of varenicline. Furthermore,
the panel considered varenicline as a
e12

probably acceptable and probably feasible
intervention for stakeholders, with the
removal of the black-boxed warning of
serious neuropsychiatric side effects after
the EAGLES (Evaluating the Safety and
Efﬁcacy of Varenicline and Bupropion for
Smoking Cessation in Subjects with and
without a History of Psychiatric Disorders)
trial (28).
Panel discussion and conclusions. The
panel concluded 1) that varenicline showed
a large, desirable effect in achieving
abstinence compared with bupropion,
with high-certainty evidence, and 2) that
varenicline treatment likely results in little
to no difference in SAEs compared with
bupropion. As a result, the panel concluded
that the clinical superiority (balance of
effect) of varenicline outweighs its higher
price and the possibly important
uncertainty or variability of patients’
values and preferences. Therefore, all
panel members preferred a strong
recommendation. The panel also made
important observations related to
varenicline access. A qualitative interview
study of Veterans Health Administration
substance-abuse-program staff reported
that all programs offered nicotinereplacement therapy (NRT) and some
provided bupropion, but few provided
varenicline (64). This pattern is unlikely to
be unique to the Veterans Health
Administration; payer costs appear to form
barriers to availability, despite favorable
cost-effectiveness (65).
Recommendation 2. For tobaccodependent adults in whom treatment
is being initiated, we recommend
varenicline over bupropion (strong
recommendation, moderate certainty in the
estimated effects).
What others are saying. To our
knowledge, no other clinical practice
guideline has compared varenicline with
bupropion. The American College of
Chest Physicians “Tobacco Dependence
Treatment Toolkit” references varenicline
as the most effective monotherapy, citing
the USPHS guidelines (7). However, the
American College of Chest Physicians did
not explicitly endorse use of varenicline
over bupropion, likely because of a paucity
of clinical data at the time of the Toolkit’s
publication. A 2016 American College
of Physicians publication discusses
varenicline’s efﬁcacy but did not directly
compare bupropion with varenicline or
recommend one over the other (66).

Research needs. Future trials are
necessary to evaluate the relative clinical
effect of varenicline and bupropion in
uniquely at-risk populations, such as
pregnant women, adolescents, and
patients with a history of treatment
unresponsiveness (57, 67, 68). The relative
cost-effectiveness of these agents should be
further evaluated in the contexts of both
relapse prevention and retreatment after
relapse (69, 70).

Question 3: For Tobacco-Dependent
Adults in Whom Treatment Is Being
Initiated, Should Treatment Be
Started with Varenicline plus
Nicotine-Replacement Therapy or
Varenicline Alone?
Rationale for question. Varenicline is a
partial agonist of the a4b2 nicotinic
acetylcholine receptor, densely expressed
across the mesolimbic system and
implicated in instinctive learning (71).
Varenicline acts as an agonist–antagonist,
with a mechanism of action believed to
involve a reduction in the rewarding
capacity of nicotine. A common resulting
perception is that there is limited utility
in combining varenicline with nicotine
pharmacotherapy. However, nicotine
addiction and smoking behavior are
complex and likely involve multiple
pathways beyond the a4b2 receptor
system. After identiﬁcation of the optimal
controller, the panel believed it important
to evaluate whether supplementing
varenicline therapy with nicotine-replacement
would be better than using varenicline
alone.
Summary of evidence. Our review
identiﬁed three treatment trials that directly
compared varenicline combined with a
nicotine patch with varenicline alone, two of
which reported on smoking abstinence at 6
months. The combined studies enrolled 776
individuals and assessed the smoking status
of individuals at baseline and at 6 months
(72, 73). Three randomized trials enrolling
893 individuals compared adverse events
(72–74). No studies in our review evaluated
varenicline in combination with nicotinereliever forms (i.e., gum, lozenge, inhaler, or
nasal spray) (Table 3).
Beneﬁts. Varenicline plus a nicotine
patch signiﬁcantly increased abstinence
compared with varenicline alone, measured
as 7-day point-prevalence abstinence at
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Study
Design

Risk of
Bias

Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision

Certainty Assessment
Other
Considerations
Varenicline

Bupropion

Number (or Percent)
Relative

Absolute (per 1,000
Patients)

Effect (95% CI)

High

Critical

Certainty Importance

—

—

—

54/2,954 (1.8%)

—

—

1.8%

MD, 0.23 lower
(↓0.37–↓0.09)

MD, 0.3 lower
(↓0.43–↓0.17)

—

—

Critical

Critical

—

—

Moderate Critical

Moderate Critical

—

—

Moderate Critical

Low

Low

Definition of abbreviations: ↑ = increase of; ↓ = decrease of; CI = confidence interval; MD = mean difference; MNWS = Minnesota Nicotine Withdrawal Scale; QSU-brief = Brief Questionnaire of
Smoking Urges; RCT = randomized controlled trial; RR = relative risk.
Varenicline treatment showed significant benefit compared with bupropion and showed similar risk of harm. For complete evidence tables, together with references, explanations of certainty
assessments, and results of the Evidence-to-Decision process, see online supplement.

Withdrawal symptom, QSU-brief total craving score (follow-up: 12 wk; assessed with QSU-brief; lower score indicates better outcome)
3
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Not serious
Serious
None
797
772
—

—

—

—

RR, 0.81
(0.57–1.16)

Withdrawal symptom, urge to smoke (follow-up: 12 wk; assessed with MNWS; lower score indicates better outcome; scale of 0–4)
3
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Not serious
Serious
None
798
772

—

Other substance abuse, not measured
—
—
—
—
—

—

Tobacco-use relapse measured at the end of follow-up, not measured
—
—
—
—
—
—

None

3 fewer (↓8–↑3)

Serious

Effect size, 20.18

Effect size, 0.17

Serious adverse events (follow-up: range, 7 wk to 3 mo)
7
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Not serious

—

Quality of life, health transition (follow-up: 12 mo; assessed with smoking-cessation quality of life; lower score indicates better outcome)
2
RCT
Serious
Not serious
Not serious
Serious
None
451
401
—

Quality of life, self-control (follow-up: 12 mo; assessed with smoking-cessation quality of life; higher score indicates better outcome)
2
RCT
Serious
Not serious
Not serious
Serious
None
448
398

Seven-day point-prevalence tobacco abstinence during treatment period (follow-up: range, 8–12 wk; assessed with self-report 1 exhaled carbon-monoxide concentration veriﬁcation)
5
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
None
1,206/2,834 (42.6%)
35.9%
RR, 1.41
147 more (↑115–↑187) High
Critical
(1.32–1.52)

Seven-day point-prevalence tobacco abstinence at 6 mo (follow-up: 6 mo; assessed with self-report 1 exhaled carbon-monoxide concentration veriﬁcation)
4
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
None
874/2,819 (31.0%)
25.6%
RR, 1.30
77 more (↑49–↑108)
(1.19–1.42)

No. of
Studies

Table 2. Evidentiary Basis for Strong Recommendation Favoring Varenicline over Bupropion with Moderate-Certainty Evidence
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6 months or later, when assessed by selfreport and conﬁrmed by eCO (RR, 1.36;
95% CI, 1.07 to 1.72; ARR, 105 more per
1,000 patients; 95% CI, 21 more to 211
more; high certainty in the estimated effects)
(72, 73). Varenicline plus a nicotine patch
statistically increased abstinence, measured
as 7-day point-prevalence abstinence
during treatment when compared with
varenicline alone (RR, 1.31; 95% CI, 1.11 to
1.54; ARR, 112 more per 1,000 patients;
95% CI, 40 more to 196 more; high
certainty in the estimated effects) (72, 73).
Harms and burdens. Varenicline plus a
nicotine patch might result in a trivial
increase in undesirable effects. Varenicline
plus a nicotine patch may increase the risk of
SAEs slightly compared with varenicline
alone (RR, 1.06; 95% CI, 0.27 to 4.05; ARR, 1
more per 1,000 patients; 95% CI, 10 fewer to
42 more; low certainty in the estimated
effects) (72–74). Overall, the evidence
was very uncertain about the effect of
varenicline plus a nicotine patch on
withdrawal symptoms at 4 weeks, as
measured by either the Mood and Physical
Symptoms Scale (MD, 0.04 lower; 95% CI,
not available; very low certainty in the
estimated effects) or the Wisconsin
Withdrawal Symptom Scale (MD, 0.1
higher; 95% CI, 0.19 lower to 0.39 higher;
low certainty in the estimated effects) when
compared with varenicline alone (72, 74).
In both measures, a lower score indicates a
better outcome.
Certainty in estimated effects.

Certainty in the effects estimated from the
evidence was judged to be high for 7-day
point-prevalence abstinence, both during
the treatment period and at 6-month followup. Certainty in estimates of SAEs was
judged to be low because of very serious
imprecision related to a very small number
of events. Certainty in estimates of
withdrawal-symptom scores was judged
to be low or very low because of risk
of bias and imprecision in effect size (very
serious imprecision for composite-score
rating and serious imprecision for craving
score).
Other considerations. Although
combination therapy was considered
feasible to implement, the panel remained
concerned that prescriber and/or payer
reluctance might affect feasibility. In
addition, initiating two medications could
complicate instructions, affect adherence,
or limit patient agreement with the
recommendation. Although the panel
e14

considered both interventions to be
acceptable to stakeholders, combination
therapy might be most acceptable if
introduced sequentially, particularly if the
patient had experienced monotherapy or
signiﬁcant withdrawal symptoms in the
past. Studies have demonstrated that lowburden, clinician-directed projects aimed at
improving patient awareness of the evidence
can increase patient receptivity to
pharmacotherapy (75). No data were
identiﬁed that assessed the comparative
cost-effectiveness or relapse rate of the
intervention.
Panel discussion and conclusions. The
panel concluded 1) that varenicline plus a
nicotine patch showed a large, desirable
effect compared with varenicline alone on
smoking abstinence and 2) that varenicline
plus a nicotine patch may increase the risk
of SAEs only slightly compared with
varenicline alone. As a result, the panel
suggested varenicline plus a nicotine patch
rather than varenicline alone for treatment
of tobacco dependence. The panel chose
to make a conditional recommendation
because the low certainty in estimated SAEs
limited conﬁdence in the overall certainty
of the evidence.
Of note, the original clinical question
sought to identify the relative effect of
adding a nicotine reliever to the varenicline
controller to manage acute cue-induced
cravings, which returned no direct evidence
for analysis. The panel therefore decided to
liberalize the deﬁnition of nicotine therapy
to include the patch, comparing varenicline
plus a nicotine patch with varenicline alone.
Given the differences in pharmacokinetics
between a nicotine patch and other delivery
forms, the panel did not believe that a
conclusion regarding the effectiveness of
other forms of nicotine replacement could
be made at this time.
Recommendation 3. For tobaccodependent adults in whom treatment is
being initiated, we suggest varenicline
plus a nicotine patch over using
varenicline alone (conditional
recommendation, low certainty in the
estimated effects).
What others are saying. To our
knowledge, no other clinical practice
guideline has compared varenicline plus a
nicotine patch with varenicline alone. The
tobacco-cessation clinical pathway, recently
produced by the American College of
Cardiology, suggests that adding nicotine to
varenicline may be an option for smokers

who do not succeed with NRT or varenicline
alone (49).
Research needs. A lack of randomized
trials made answering the more speciﬁc
question regarding the efﬁcacy of
varenicline plus nicotine relievers
impossible. Given the potential utility of
reliever medication in managing acute, cueinduced cravings and the advantages
inherent to self-regulating nicotine
concentrations, such trials are necessary to
identify clinically relevant differences in
outcomes. In addition, data are needed on
the cost-effectiveness of combination
therapy and on the impact on relapse after
discontinuation. Mechanistic research into
how nicotine potentiates varenicline’s effect
could shed light on advanced
pharmacologic strategies and new
therapeutic targets.
Question 4: For Tobacco-Dependent
Adults in Whom Treatment Is Being
Initiated, Should Treatment Be
Started with Varenicline or an
Electronic Cigarette?
Rationale for question. Despite the
established efﬁcacy of various
pharmacologic agents for treatment of
tobacco dependence, a signiﬁcant number of
clinicians have recommended electronic
cigarettes as a means of helping their
patients stop smoking (76–78). Electronic
cigarettes have been used more often than
pharmacologic agents by individuals in the
United States trying to control smoking
(79). Given varenicline’s identiﬁed
optimum-controller effectiveness, the panel
believed it important to evaluate whether
varenicline or electronic cigarettes should
be used to treat tobacco-dependent adults.
Summary of evidence. Our systematic
review identiﬁed only an observational
study and a conference abstract of an RCT,
both comparing varenicline with electronic
cigarettes. The observational study enrolled
3,093 individuals who were attempting to
quit smoking, including 156 using
varenicline and 200 using electronic
cigarettes, and followed the individuals for a
mean of 1 year (79). The RCT recruited 54
smokers with a history of acute coronary
syndrome (80). Because of the paucity of
direct evidence, the panel elected to
consider indirect evidence. Eleven
randomized trials comparing varenicline
with nicotine replacement (27–36) and two
randomized trials comparing electronic
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Study
Design

Risk of
Bias

Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision

Certainty Assessment
Other
Considerations
Varenicline 1 Nicotine

Varenicline
Alone

Number (or Percent)
Relative

Absolute (per 1,000
Patients)

Effect (95% CI)

—

—

—
—

—
—

—
—

—

1.4%

—

—

—

RR, 1.06
(0.27–4.05)

—

—

—

1 more (↓10–↑42)

—

—

—

Low

—

Important

Important

Important

Important

Critical

Important

Definition of abbreviations: ↑ = increase of; ↓ = decrease of; CI = confidence interval; MD = mean difference; RCT = randomized controlled trial; RR = relative risk.
Combination treatment using varenicline and nicotine patch showed benefit compared with varenicline and showed similar risk of severe adverse events. For complete evidence tables,
together with references, explanations of certainty assessments, and results of the Evidence-to-Decision process, see online supplement.

MD, 0.1 higher
(↓0.19–↑0.39)

Low

—

—

4/444 (0.9%)

—

Very low

—

—

None

—

Important

High

Withdrawal, craving (follow-up: mean, 4 wk; assessed with Wisconsin Withdrawal Symptom Scale; lower score indicates better outcome; scale of 0–4)
1
RCT
Serious
Not serious
Not serious
Serious
None
110
87
—

—

—

Very serious

—

Critical

High

Certainty Importance

Withdrawal, composite-symptoms rating (follow-up: mean, 4 wk; assessed with Mood and Physical Symptoms Scale; lower change score indicates better outcome; scale of 2–12)
1
RCT
Serious
Not serious
Not serious
Very serious
None
35
34
—
MD, 0.04 lower (0–0)

Other substance use, not measured
—
—
—

Relapse, not measured
—
—

Serious adverse events (follow-up: mean, 6 mo; as reported)
3
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Not serious

Quality of life, not measured
—
—
—

Seven-day point-prevalence tobacco abstinence, 6 mo or later (follow-up: mean, 6 mo; assessed with self-report, conﬁrmed with exhaled carbon monoxide)
2
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
None
154/386 (39.9%)
29.3%
RR, 1.36
105 more (↑21–↑211)
(1.07–1.72)
Seven-day point-prevalence tobacco abstinence during treatment (assessed with self-report, conﬁrmed with exhaled carbon monoxide)
2
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
None
184/386 (47.7%)
36.2%
RR, 1.31
112 more (↑40–↑196)
(1.11–1.54)

No. of
Studies

Table 3. Evidentiary Basis for Conditional Recommendation Favoring Varenicline plus Patch over Patch Alone with Low-Certainty Evidence
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cigarettes with nicotine replacement (81,
82) were selected, and a network metaanalysis including 8,830 individuals was
performed (Table 4).
Beneﬁts. The observational study
showed that varenicline might lead to an
increase in continuous abstinence at 6
months or later when compared with
electronic cigarettes, but the evidence is very
uncertain (MD, 14.6%; 95% CI, 21.8% to
111%; very low certainty in the estimated
effects). The RCT reported as an abstract
suggested an increase in self-reported 7-day
point-prevalence abstinence of 14.8% (95%
CI, 3.9% to 25.8%) among individuals
receiving varenicline compared with
electronic cigarettes. The indirect evidence
showed that varenicline might lead to a
non–statistically signiﬁcant decrease in
abstinence at 6 months or later, but the
evidence is very uncertain (RR, 0.85; 95% CI,
0.65 to 1.10; ARR, 42 fewer per 1,000
patients; 95% CI, 99 fewer to 28 more; very
low certainty in the estimated effects).
However, varenicline might lead to an
increase in point-prevalence abstinence
during treatment at 3 months when
compared with electronic cigarettes, but the
evidence is very uncertain (RR, 1.10; 95% CI,
0.73% to 1.60%; ARR, 22 more per 1,000
patients; 95% CI, 58 fewer to 129 more; very
low certainty in the estimated effects).
Harms and burdens. The RCT reported
as an abstract described no SAEs in either
group, although the number enrolled was
small. The indirect evidence showed that
varenicline might decrease the RR of SAEs
compared with electronic cigarettes, but the
evidence is very uncertain (RR, 0.32; 95% CI,
0.071 to 0.82; ARR, 52 fewer per 1,000
patients; 95% CI, 72 fewer to 14 more; very
low certainty in the estimated effects). Both
the direct and indirect evidence showed that
varenicline might be associated with a slight,
but not clinically signiﬁcant, increase of the
rate of relapse compared with electronic
cigarettes, but the evidence is very uncertain
(HR, 1.1; 95% CI, 0.7 to 1.5; very low
certainty in the estimated effects).
Certainty in estimated effects. For the
direct evidence, certainty in the estimates
from randomized evidence for abstinence at
6 months or later was judged to be very low
because of a serious risk of bias, serious
inconsistency, and very serious imprecision.
Certainty in the effects estimated from
the nonrandomized evidence was judged
to be very low for both continuous
abstinence at 6 months or later and relapse
e16

at 1 year because of risk of bias and
imprecision. Certainty in the effects
estimated from the indirect evidence was
judged to be very low for abstinence at
6 months or later, adverse events, and
relapse because of risk of bias, indirectness,
and imprecision.
Other considerations. The panel
considered both interventions to be
acceptable to stakeholders, with varenicline
being increasingly feasible because of the
removal of the boxed warning. While
acknowledging individual variability in
perceived utility of persistent nicotine
dependence, the panel identiﬁed signiﬁcant
psychosocial implications of nicotine
exposure, including effects on learning,
attention, mental health, and susceptibility
to addiction to other drugs (83–88).
This category of harms is frequently
underestimated by stakeholders but may
represent an additional consequence of use
as the risk proﬁle of electronic cigarettes
continues to evolve (89, 90). No data
assessing the cost-effectiveness of
varenicline compared with electronic
cigarettes were identiﬁed.
Panel discussion and conclusions. The
panel concluded 1) that varenicline showed
an uncertain beneﬁt compared with
electronic cigarettes in abstinence or relapse
and 2) that varenicline had fewer adverse
events than electronic cigarettes. As a
result, the panel recommended varenicline
rather than electronic cigarettes for
treatment of tobacco dependence. The
panel chose to make a conditional
recommendation because the very low
certainty in the estimated effects limited
conﬁdence in these conclusions.
The panel made three important
observations related to the generalizability
of the indirect comparison of varenicline
with electronic cigarettes. First, signiﬁcant
differences in the common comparator
between varenicline and electronic
cigarettes likely impacted the effect
estimates. Speciﬁcally, studies comparing
varenicline with the nicotine patch used
dummy medications and/or placebos as
controls, whereas studies comparing
electronic cigarettes with a nicotine patch
used open-label interventions and were
susceptible to performance bias. Second, the
targeted outcomes were qualitatively
different in the studies used for the indirect
comparisons. When varenicline is compared
with a nicotine patch, the outcome
numerators reﬂect discontinuation of the

smoking behavior. In contrast, when
electronic cigarettes are compared with a
nicotine patch, the outcome numerators
reﬂect a substitution in the mechanism of
nicotine delivery. Continuation of electronic
cigarette use may indicate a continuation of
the compulsive behavior, whereas cessation
does not. Finally, clinical trial SAE rates are
not synonymous with product safety.
Electronic cigarettes appear to carry their
own unique risk proﬁle, with wide
variability in effects across product
categories, aerosol constituents, ages of
initiation, and consumer use patterns (91).
The panel was aware of large epidemiologic
studies of the respiratory and
cardiovascular impact of electronic
cigarette use and highlighted that the
overall health consequences of electronic
cigarette use have become increasingly
suspect (92–94); conversely, initial safety
concerns over varenicline have diminished
under scrutiny (95, 96). The panel
emphasized that the recommendation
is intended exclusively for tobaccodependence treatment under the
supervision of a trained clinician and
should not be extrapolated to other
contexts, such as unsupervised treatment of
tobacco dependence or recreational use.
Although there was unanimity
among the panel regarding the preferred
intervention, four panelists (H.J.F., P.G., S.
Pakhale, and M.C.P.) advocated for a strong,
rather than conditional, recommendation.
They were concerned about the safety and
effectiveness of electronic cigarettes because
of reports that were not included in the
evidence synthesis (97–109). They cited
reports of deaths or disability due to
electronic cigarette– or vaping-associated
lung injury (110–113), burns due to
product explosion, acute nicotine
poisoning, and seizures, as well as
histopathologic injuries in laboratory
studies. They noted that such concerns
have prompted warnings about electronic
cigarettes from numerous organizations, as
described below (110, 114–117). Two
nonvoting panelists later joined the dissent
(P.F., T.L.), but these panelists were
unavailable to participate in the panel
discussions of the evidence or the
formulation and grading of the
recommendation.
Recommendation 4. For tobaccodependent adults, we suggest varenicline
over electronic cigarettes (conditional
recommendation, very low certainty in
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Risk of
Bias

13/27 (48.1%)

Varenicline

32.5%

Electronic
Cigarette

Number (or Percent)

—

—

—

Not serious

Serious

—

—

Serious

Very serious

—

—

—

None

None

—

—

156

0/27 (0.0%)

—

—

—

—

200

0.0%

—

—

—

—

—

No estimate

—

—

—

RR, 1.44
(0.75–2.80)

Relative

Very low

—

—

Very low

Very low

—

—

—

—

Important

Important

Important

Critical

Important

Important

Critical

Critical

Certainty Importance

MD, 0.065 higher (0–0) Very low

—

—

—

MD, 0.046 higher
(↓0.018–↑0.11)

143 more (↓81–↑585)

Absolute (per 1,000
Patients)

Effect (95% CI)

Definition of abbreviations: ↑ = increase of; ↓ = decrease of; CI = confidence interval; MD = mean difference; RCT = randomized controlled trial; RR = relative risk.
Indirect comparisons were used to estimate the relative effect. Varenicline treatment showed an uncertain benefit compared with electronic cigarettes but had significantly fewer adverse
events than electronic cigarettes. For complete evidence tables, together with references, explanations of certainty assessments, and results of the Evidence-to-Decision process, see online
supplement.

—

—

Withdrawal, not reported
—
—

Not serious

Other substance use, not reported
—
—
—

Relapse (follow-up: 1 yr)
1
Observational Serious
study

—

—

Serious adverse events (follow-up: 24 wk)
1
RCT
Serious Not serious

—

Quality of life, not reported
—
—

—

—

Point-prevalence tobacco abstinence during treatment, not measured
—
—
—
—
—
—

Continuous abstinence, 6 mo or longer (follow-up: mean, 1 yr; assessed with persistent abstinence from all tobacco)
1
Observational Serious Not serious
Not serious
Serious
None
156
200
study

None

Other
Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision Considerations

Certainty Assessment

Point-prevalence tobacco abstinence, 6 mo or later (follow-up: mean, 24 wk)
1
RCT
Serious Not serious
Serious
Very serious

No. of
Studies Study Design

Table 4. Evidentiary Basis for Conditional Recommendation Favoring Varenicline over Electronic Cigarettes, with Very-Low-Certainty Evidence
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the estimated effects). Remarks: The
recommendation’s strength reﬂects very low
certainty in the effects used to derive the
recommendation. After our evidence
synthesis, new evidence emerged regarding
serious adverse effects of electronic cigarettes.
If these serious adverse effects continue
to be reported, the strength of the
recommendation should be reevaluated.
Note that this recommendation is intended
for treatment of tobacco dependence under
the supervision of a clinician; it should not
be extrapolated to unsupervised treatment
or recreational use.
What others are saying. To our
knowledge, no other clinical practice
guideline has compared varenicline with
electronic cigarettes. The American College
of Cardiology recently produced a tobaccocessation clinical pathway, recommending
pharmacotherapy and advocating
discussion with patients who choose to
use electronic cigarettes (49). Several
professional societies have developed
warnings or adopted policy positions
regarding the electronic cigarette’s role in
tobacco-dependence treatment, including
the U.S. CDC (110), the European
Respiratory Society (114), the Federation of
International Respiratory Societies (115),
the Ibero-Latino-American Respiratory
Scientiﬁc Societies (116), the American
Association for Cancer Research, and the
American Society of Clinical Oncology
(117), each recommending that clinicians
rely on medications approved by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration or other
regulatory agencies instead of relying on
alternative modalities that lack an
established evidentiary base. A 2018
National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine evidence review
of the public health impact of electronic
cigarettes made speciﬁc comment on the
quality of the evidence comparing
electronic cigarettes with pharmacotherapy,
noting insufﬁcient evidence warranting
electronic cigarettes as cessation
pharmacotherapy (118). A widely cited
policy statement produced by the Royal
College of Physicians in 2016 did promote
the widespread availability of electronic
cigarettes in the United Kingdom as a
public health substitute for smoking, but
avoided positioning electronic cigarettes as
a means of treating tobacco dependence
(119).
Research needs. The primary
impediment to conﬁdently answering the
e18

question is the lack of randomized trials
directly comparing varenicline with
electronic cigarettes. Assuming a speciﬁc
antecedent exposure causing electronic
cigarette– or vaping-associated lung injury
can be identiﬁed, it may become ethically
feasible to conduct trials blinding
participants to both the intervention and
the comparator (91). In all cases of clinical
trials involving electronic cigarettes, we
recommend using objective measures of
compensatory behaviors and long-term
control over dependence, not simply counts
of cigarettes consumed (120). Observational
studies that account for the known
variability in real-world use patterns
when describing the long-term safety
outcomes of electronic cigarette use are
also needed (91).
Question 5: In Tobacco-Dependent
Adults Who Are Not Ready to
Discontinue Tobacco Use, Should
Clinicians Begin Treatment with the
Optimal Controller or Wait Until They
Are Ready to Stop Tobacco Use?
Rationale for question. The “5A
framework” of the USPHS guideline
includes reminders to Ask every patient
about tobacco use, Advise current smokers
to stop, Assess their willingness to stop
smoking, Assist with pharmacotherapy, and
Arrange for follow-up care (2). The idea
that “readiness to quit” should be assessed
has been prominent in published treatment
strategies because of near-universal initial
acceptance of the transtheoretical model of
behavior change (121, 122). More recently,
however, the relevance of the model has
come into question on the basis of
observations that behavior change is
dynamic (123), a signiﬁcant portion of
patients undergo unplanned cessation
attempts with many experiencing sustained
control over compulsion (124, 125), and
pretreatment of tobacco users may increase
the number of patients who will go on to
stop smoking (126–131). Although patients
may not be ready to abstain, they may
be willing to try tobacco-dependence
treatment (132). The panel therefore
posed a question evaluating the relative
effect of initiating optimal controller
therapy before patients express a readiness
to abstain.
Summary of evidence. Our systematic
review identiﬁed four randomized, doubleblind, placebo-controlled clinical trials that

addressed the efﬁcacy of initiation of
tobacco-dependence treatment in smokers
unready to abstain (133–136) and a ﬁfth
study that was a randomized, double-blind
placebo-controlled trial evaluating the 15day experimental effect of varenicline in
non–treatment-seeking smokers (137).
Three studies (n = 2,387) evaluated
abstinence rates at least 6 months after
treatment initiation, two of which also
evaluated outcomes during the treatment
period. All studies involved participants
who were regular smokers but were either
unable or unwilling to make a quit attempt
at the time of study entry. Self-reported
abstinence was biochemically conﬁrmed
with eCO (Table 5).
Beneﬁts. More smokers were able to
stop smoking when treated with varenicline,
despite initial reluctance. Using 7-day pointprevalence abstinence at 6 months after
treatment, varenicline increased abstinence
compared with waiting for afﬁrmation of
readiness (RR, 2.00; 95% CI, 1.70 to 2.35;
ARR, 173 more per 1,000 patients; 95% CI,
121 more to 234 more; high certainty in the
estimated effects). Treating with varenicline
also increased 7-day point-prevalence
abstinence compared with waiting (RR, 2.49;
95%, CI, 2.09 to 2.98; ARR, 308 more per
1,000 patients; 95% CI, 225 more to 409
more; high certainty in the estimated
effects).
Harms and burdens. The impact of
treatment strategies on QOL was not
reported. Varenicline likely increased SAEs
associated with treatment (RR, 1.75; 95% CI,
0.98 to 3.13; ARR, 12 more per 1,000
patients; 95% CI, 0 fewer to 35 more;
moderate certainty in the estimated effects).
Impact on withdrawal scores was assessed
using several validated metrics and
suggested a small but signiﬁcant reduction
in symptoms among those receiving
varenicline treatment. Estimates of effect on
withdrawal symptoms, in which lower
scores indicate better outcomes, were 1.54
points lower (95% CI, 2.15 lower to 0.93
lower; low certainty in the estimated effects)
when assessed with the QSU-brief and 1.26
points lower (95% CI, 1.34 lower to 1.18
lower; low certainty in the estimated effects)
when assessed with the Wisconsin Smoking
Withdrawal Scale. MNWS scores remained
unchanged (MD, 10.1; 95% CI, not
available, low certainty in the estimated
effects).
Certainty in estimated effects.

Certainty in the estimated effects was judged
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Relative

Absolute (per 1,000
Patients)

Effect (95% CI)
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RR, 1.75
12 more (↓0–↑35)
(0.98–3.13)

Important

Important

Moderate Critical

Very low

Very low

—

MD, 0.1 higher (0–0)

Low

Definition of abbreviations: ↑ = increase of; ↓ = decrease of; CI = confidence interval; MD = mean difference; MNWS = Minnesota Nicotine Withdrawal Scale; OR = odds ratio; RCT = randomized
controlled trial; RR = relative risk.
Initiation of varenicline treatment in smokers not ready to abstain showed a large effect on abstinence and a small increase in severe adverse events. For complete evidence tables, together
with references, explanations of certainty assessments, and results of the Evidence-to-Decision process, see online supplement.

76

Important

17/1,046 (1.6%)

MD, 2.6 higher (0–0)

RR, 1.17
106 more (↓13–↑250)
(0.98–1.40)

—

Important

34/1,369 (2.5%)

169/270 (62.6%)

76

Withdrawal (follow-up: 2 mo; assessed with MNWS, total withdrawal; lower score indicates better outcome; scale of 0–27)
1
RCT
Serious
Not serious
Not serious
Serious
None
77

None

456/595 (76.6%)

77

Moderate Important

Moderate Important

Important

Serious

None

None

OR, 2.03
114 more (↑67–↑166)
(1.57–2.61)

OR, 1.95
157 more (↑107–↑210)
(1.59–2.41)

Withdrawal (follow-up: range, 12–15 d; assessed with Wisconsin Smoking Withdrawal Scale, tonic craving; lower score indicates better outcome; scale of 0–8)
1
RCT
Serious
Not serious
Not serious
Serious
None
46
54
—
MD, 1.26 lower (↓1.34–↓1.18) Low

Not serious

Serious

Serious

15.1%

31.1%

Withdrawal (follow-up: range, 12–15 d; assessed with Questionnaire of Smoking Urges, tonic craving; lower score indicates better outcome; scale of 1–7)
1
RCT
Serious
Not serious
Not serious
Serious
None
46
54
—
MD, 1.54 lower (↓2.15–↓0.93) Low

Serious adverse events
4
RCT
Not serious
Not serious

Serious

Not serious

Motivation to quit
3
RCT

Serious

Serious

—/785

Smoking reduction (follow-up: range, 8 wk to 3 mo; assessed with reduction > 50%)
2
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Serious
Not serious None

Smoking reduction in number of cigarettes/d
1
RCT
Serious
Not serious

—/785

None

Smoking reduction, week 4 (follow-up: 4 wk; assessed with reduction > 50%)
2
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Serious
Not serious

Important

Critical

Certainty Importance

High

Wait until
Patient Ready

Number (or Percent)
Varenicline
Pretreatment

Point-prevalence tobacco abstinence during treatment (follow-up: 24 wk; assessed with: self-report 1 exhaled carbon-monoxide concentration veriﬁcation)
2
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Not serious
Not serious None
615/1,253 (49.1%)
20.6% RR, 2.49
308 more (↑225–↑409)
(2.09–2.98)

Other
Risk of Bias Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision Considerations

Certainty Assessment

High

Study
Design

Point-prevalence tobacco abstinence, 6 mo or later (follow-up: range, 6 mo to 1 yr; assessed with self-report 1 exhaled carbon-monoxide concentration veriﬁcation)
3
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Not serious
Not serious None
473/1,360 (34.8%)
17.3% RR, 2.00
173 more (↑121–↑234)
(1.70–2.35)

No. of
Studies

Table 5. Evidentiary Basis for Strong Recommendation Favoring Pretreatment in Patients Unready to Attempt Abstinence over Waiting for Patient Readiness, with
Moderate-Certainty Evidence
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to be high for 7-day point-prevalence
abstinence both during the treatment period
and at follow-up at 6 months or later.
Certainty in SAE effects was judged
as moderate because of imprecision.
Certainty in estimates of withdrawal
severity was judged to be low because
of serious risk of bias and serious
imprecision.
Other considerations. The cost of
varenicline ranges from $2,442 to $3,096 for
24 weeks of treatment. The panel concluded
that cost-effectiveness estimates favor the
intervention. Parenthetically, the panel
noted that the varenicline patent expires in
December 2020, which could unpredictably
affect cost-effectiveness. On balance,
the evidence suggests that varenicline
pretreatment could increase health equity,
on the basis of the higher prevalence of
tobacco use among people who experience
poverty. In general, the evidence also
suggests that varenicline used in this way
would be acceptable to stakeholders
(138–141). Although uptake of varenicline
is low, people prefer pharmacotherapy
options if they are of higher efﬁcacy, have
less-frequent side effects, and prevent
weight gain (40–43, 138, 142). Cost
concerns become less important in the
presence of improved efﬁcacy and safety.
In addition, the panel considered
starting with varenicline to be more
feasible than asking patients who are not
yet ready to stop smoking to quit
immediately.
Panel discussion and conclusions. The
panel concluded 1) that the initiation of
varenicline treatment in smokers not
ready to abstain showed a large effect on
abstinence, with high certainty in the
estimated effects, and 2) that initiation of
pretreatment showed a small increase in
SAEs, with moderate certainty in the
estimated effects. As a result, the panel
concluded that the clinical superiority
(balance of effect) of varenicline in
smokers not ready to abstain outweighs
its higher price and the possibly
important uncertainty or variability of
patients’ values and preferences. Therefore,
the panel preferred a strong
recommendation.
The panel considered the potential
threat to patient autonomy if the proactive
approach is misapplied but recognized that
autonomy is preserved when clinicians
engage their patients in discussion,
encourage pharmacotherapy with continued
e20

smoking, and respect their decision to
decline treatment.
Overall, the panel judged patient values
as having important variability, given that
individual patients may prioritize relative
efﬁcacy, side effects, accessibility, and
costs differently. Several panelists believed
that the increased cost of treatment
before quitting was offset by the number
of smokers who would be successfully
treated. The out-of-pocket costs for
smokers were difﬁcult to assess, given
that prescription agents are often covered
by insurance. In addition, if medication
prescriptions are ﬁlled but not used,
overall costs could be substantial.
Administrative restrictions based on
these concerns risk undermining the
effectiveness of evidence-based treatment
strategies.
With its capacity to be a singularly
effective disease-preventing intervention,
pharmacotherapy pretreatment in tobacco
dependence is expected to enable 308
additional smokers per 1,000 to stop. This
dramatic beneﬁt, coupled with minor harm
(28, 143), compels clinicians to consider
pretreatment for every patient with tobacco
dependence. The panel recognized
the unconventional aspects of this
recommendation and identiﬁed several
workﬂow requirements inherent to
the conclusion. First, implementing
pretreatment protocols in practice will
require clinicians to move their therapeutic
focus away from the anticipated behavioral
outcome (i.e., smoking) and focus instead
on resolving the intermediate mediator of
smoking (i.e., the compulsion to smoke). In
this way, pharmacotherapy is no longer
contingent on readiness to quit but is
instead a therapeutic intervention aimed
at improving readiness to stop smoking.
Second, the prescriber becomes responsible
for reframing the patient’s expectations
and goals of therapy. No longer is the
only goal cessation, but goals might also
include an increasing willingness to
consider an abstinence attempt. Finally,
focusing pretreatment regimens on
controlling the compulsion to smoke
implies that variable pretreatment
durations will be required before
patients are able to attempt abstinence.
Cessation rates steadily increase through
24 weeks of pretreatment, suggesting that
attempts to set a “quit date” too early in
treatment may be counterproductive
(133–136).

Recommendation 5. In tobaccodependent adults who are not ready to
discontinue tobacco use, we recommend
that clinicians begin treatment with
varenicline rather than waiting until
patients are ready to stop tobacco use
(strong recommendation, moderate
certainty in the estimated effects).
What others are saying. A collaborative
statement on current chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) research needs,
published by the ATS and the European
Respiratory Society, positions pretreatment
in pursuit of smoking reduction as a
potential mechanism for reducing COPD
respiratory symptoms but does not address
the potential role of pretreatment for all
patients with COPD who continue to smoke
(144). The ATS research statement on
smoking-cessation interventions in lung
cancer screening programs identiﬁed the
profound drop-off in intervention rates
after assessment of quit readiness as
a potential point for performance
improvement but did not make speciﬁc
pretreatment recommendations (145).
The Canadian Cancer Society produced
an educational ﬂyer encouraging agency
among smokers not ready to quit (146).
It offers advice for preparing for a quit
attempt but does not address the role of
pharmacotherapy.
Research needs. Given the cumulative
effect of varenicline on abstinence during
the treatment phase, guidance regarding the
optimal duration of treatment, including
methods for determining when
continuation is unlikely to derive further
beneﬁt, is critical to maximizing impact on
outcomes. Future research needs to measure
outcomes important to patients, such as
QOL and other substance use, when
conducting trials on patients who are
unready to quit. In addition, given the
identiﬁed synergistic effect of nicotine on
varenicline, studies evaluating the impact of
combination pharmacotherapy on
treatment outcomes are warranted. Finally,
research on subgroup populations with
comorbidities should be considered. For
example, should patients with COPD who
continue to smoke receive longer-duration
treatment, given their recognized
dependence severity (147)? Would patients
with a history of depression or alcoholism
beneﬁt from combination pretreatment
with bupropion (148, 149)? Does the
pharmacotherapy follow-up interval after
initiation have an impact on efﬁcacy (150, 151)?
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Question 6: In Tobacco-Dependent
Adults with Comorbid Psychiatric
Conditions, Including Substance-Use
Disorder, Depression, Anxiety,
Schizophrenia, and/or Bipolar
Disorder, for Whom Treatment Is
Being Initiated, Should Clinicians
Start with the Optimal Controller
Identiﬁed for Patients without
Psychiatric Conditions or Use a
Nicotine Patch?
Rationale for question. Before the
publication of the EAGLES clinical trial,
there was a boxed warning regarding
possible neuropsychiatric adverse events for
both varenicline and bupropion. These
concerns stemmed from case reports and
postmarketing surveillance, as no RCTs
found evidence for these events and early
observations suggested no signiﬁcant
increase in neuropsychiatric adverse events
with pharmacotherapy compared with
placebo, even among patients with
preexisting mental illness. Given the
persistent stigma assigned to varenicline
within the behavioral health community, the
panel believed it important to evaluate the
evidence guiding the clinical question of
whether varenicline or nicotine should be
used in adults with comorbid psychiatric
conditions (152).
Summary of evidence. Our systematic
review identiﬁed two randomized clinical
trials (n = 2,194) that directly compared
varenicline with a nicotine patch in a
cohort of participants with mental illness
(28, 35). Both studies assessed SAEs as well
as point-prevalence abstinence at the end of
the 12-week treatment period and at 6month follow-up. Relapse of tobacco use
was not reported in these two trials
(Table 6).
Beneﬁts. Compared with a nicotine
patch, varenicline increased eCO-conﬁrmed
7-day point-prevalence abstinence assessed
at 6-month follow-up (RR, 1.31; 95% CI,
1.12 to 1.53; ARR, 36 more per 1,000
patients; 95% CI, 14 more to 62 more;
high certainty in the estimated effects).
Varenicline likely increased the 7-day pointprevalence abstinence at the end of the 12week treatment period (RR, 1.78; 95% CI,
0.78 to 4.08; ARR, 108 more per 1,000
patients; 95% CI, 31 fewer to 428 more;
moderate certainty in the estimated effects).
Relapse rates at follow-up at 6 months or
later and impacts on QOL were not
reported.
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Harms and burdens. Our systematic
review suggested that varenicline may
decreased the risk of SAEs slightly compared
with a nicotine patch (RR, 0.95; 95% CI, 0.54
to 1.67; ARR, 1 fewer per 1,000 patients; 95%
CI, 5 fewer to 8 more; moderate certainty in
the estimated effects). The undesirable
effects were judged as trivial. There was one
RCT that evaluated the impact of varenicline
on the use of other substances. The effect of
varenicline on other substance use was
unclear because of very low certainty of
evidence (for alcohol use: RR, 0.56; 95% CI,
0.24 to 1.3; ARR, 128 fewer per 1,000
patients; 95% CI, 221 fewer to 87 more;
very low certainty in the estimated effects;
other substance use: RR, 1.42; 95% CI, 0.71
to 2.87; ARR, 108 more per 1,000 patients;
95% CI, 75 fewer to 483 more; very low
certainty in the estimated effects). The effect
on the severity of withdrawal was not
available.
Certainty in estimated effects.

Certainty in the estimated effects of
varenicline was judged to be high for 7-day
point-prevalence abstinence at 6-month
follow-up. Certainty in the estimated effects
on 7-day point-prevalence abstinence at 12week follow-up and on SAEs were judged to
be moderate because of serious imprecision,
with 95% CIs that could lead to opposing
conclusions. Estimates for impact of
varenicline on the risks of other substance
use were judged to be of very low certainty
because of a serious risk of bias and very
serious imprecision due to the small number
of events.
Other considerations. The guideline
panel considered tobacco abstinence at 6
months or later, SAE avoidance, and relapse
of tobacco use to be the critical outcomes.
For this question, the panel wanted to
evaluate the efﬁcacy of treatment on
abstinence while being mindful of the
potential increased risk of exacerbating
underlying psychiatric conditions. There is
variability in how individuals value the risk
of addiction and the importance of being
free from smoking. For patients with
underlying substance-use disorders, they
valued being able to continue treatment
for their substance-use disorder while
undergoing treatment for tobacco
dependence (153). The panel considered
both interventions to be acceptable to
stakeholders and increasingly feasible to
implement with the boxed warning
removed. However, low willingness to
abstain, dual dependence on other

substances, lower perceived efﬁcacy of
treatments, and need for additional support
may form important barriers to treatment
for patients with psychiatric illness (154,
155).
Overall, patients with psychiatric
illness are less likely to engage in treatment
for tobacco dependence (48, 156).
When psychiatric inpatient smokers
attempt to quit, they are less likely to
receive evidence-based treatment (157).
The panel considered varenicline
treatment a feasible strategy for smokers
with comorbid psychiatric conditions.
Targeted quality-improvement projects
and provider education can improve
uptake of pharmacotherapy for
patients with psychiatric disorders (64,
75, 158).
Panel discussion and conclusions.

When compared with nicotine patches, the
panel concluded that varenicline 1) may
result in a large beneﬁt for abstinence
and 2) would likely result in little to no
difference in SAEs, with both results having
moderate certainty in the estimated
effects, in patients with substance-use or
psychiatric disorders.
As a result, the panel concluded that
the clinical superiority (balance of effect)
of varenicline in in patients with substanceuse or psychiatric disorders outweighs
its higher price and the possibly important
uncertainty or variability of patients’
values and preferences. Therefore,
the panel preferred a strong
recommendation.
As in the general population, the
feasibility of this recommendation is likely
to be affected by variation in access and
insurance beneﬁts. However, variation in
styles of behavioral therapy and substanceuse recovery, together with accompanying
attitudes regarding pharmacologic support,
represent additional potential barriers to
implementation that are unique to this
population (159–161). Persons with
psychiatric illnesses may also have more
severe nicotine dependence than the
general population and may require more
ﬂexibility in the approach, including higher
doses, longer-duration counseling,
and/or more aggressive combinations of
pharmacotherapy (162). In light of the
tragic toll tobacco dependence currently has
on this subgroup, achieving health parity
will require a substantial change in the way
we view tobacco interventions within this
community (163).
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Study
Design

Risk of
Bias

Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision Other Considerations

Certainty Assessment
Varenicline

Nicotine
Patch

Number (or Percent)
Relative

High

Critical

Certainty Importance

Not serious

Serious

None

—

—

Very serious

Very serious

—

None

None

—

18/49 (36.7%)

8/49 (16.3%)

—

23/1,103 (2.1%)

—

25.8%

29.0%

—

1.2%

—

RR, 1.42
(0.71–2.87)

RR, 0.56
(0.24–1.30)

—

RR, 0.95
(0.54–1.67)

—

—

—

108 more (↓75–↑483) Very low

Important

Important

Important

Critical

Moderate Critical

128 fewer (↓221–↑87) Very low

—

1 fewer (↓5–↑8)

Definition of abbreviations: ↑ = increase of; ↓ = decrease of; CI = confidence interval; RCT = randomized controlled trial; RR = relative risk.
Varenicline treatment may result in a large benefit and may decrease serious adverse events. For complete evidence tables, together with references, explanations of certainty assessments,
and results of the Evidence-to-Decision process, see online supplement.

—

Not serious

Other substance abuse, any drug
1
RCT
Serious
Not serious

Severity of withdrawal, not reported
—
—
—

Not serious

Other substance abuse, alcohol
1
RCT
Serious
Not serious

Tobacco-use relapse measured at the end of the follow-up (at 6 mo or later), not reported
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Serious adverse events
2
RCT
Not serious Not serious

Point-prevalence tobacco abstinence during treatment period (follow-up: 12 wk; assessed with self-report 1 exhaled carbon-monoxide concentration veriﬁcation)
2
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Not serious
Serious
None
368/1,109 (33.2%)
13.9%
RR, 1.78
108 more (↓31–↑428) Moderate Important
(0.78–4.08)
Quality of life, not reported
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Important

36 more (↑14–↑62)

Absolute (per 1,000
Patients)

Effect (95% CI)

Point-prevalence tobacco abstinence at 6 mo (follow-up: 6 mo; assessed with self-report 1 exhaled carbon-monoxide concentration veriﬁcation)
2
RCT
Not serious Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
None
275/1,109 (24.8%)
11.7%
RR, 1.31
(1.12–1.53)

No. of
Studies

Table 6. Evidentiary Basis for Strong Recommendation Favoring Varenicline over Patch in Patients with Substance-Use or Psychiatric Disorders, with
Moderate-Certainty Evidence
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Recommendation 6. For tobaccodependent adults with comorbid
psychiatric conditions, including
substance-use disorder, depression,
anxiety, schizophrenia, and/or bipolar
disorder, for whom treatment is being
initiated, we recommend varenicline over
a nicotine patch (strong recommendation,
moderate certainty in the estimated effects).
What others are saying. The Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Administration
has recommended treatment of tobacco
dependence for individuals with psychiatric
illness, advocating for the early use of
pharmacotherapy, given the elevated risk of
comorbid medical conditions (164). The
Association for the Treatment of Tobacco
Use and Dependence has also strongly
recommended that providers working with
individuals with psychiatric or substanceuse disorders fully integrate tobacco
treatment into their service programs (165).
Research needs. Patients with
psychiatric and/or substance-use disorders
are more likely to have tobacco dependence,
with over 30% reporting current tobacco use
(166). These patients account for almost
40% of cigarette consumption in the United
States (167). Yet, fewer than half of mental
health and substance-use treatment
facilities in the United States offer evidencebased tobacco-dependence treatments
(168–170). Implementation research is
needed to maximize the provision of
evidence-based treatments for tobacco
dependence within this context.
Question 7: In Tobacco-Dependent
Adults for Whom Treatment Is Being
Initiated with a Controller, Should
They Be Treated with an ExtendedDuration (>12 wk) or StandardDuration (6–12 wk) Regimen?
Rationale for question. Controller
pharmacotherapies treat tobacco
dependence effectively when taken as
prescribed, but relapse after pharmacologic
discontinuation is common (171). Among
the various strategies aimed at preventing
relapse, an extended duration of treatment
has been effective at modifying sustained
abstinence rates in some contexts (172).
The panel found guidance on treatment
duration to be of critical importance,
especially the comparison between
extended-duration (i.e., .12 wk) and
standard therapy (8–12 wk).

American Thoracic Society Documents

Summary of evidence. Our systematic
review identiﬁed 12 studies that directly
compared extended (.12 wk) versus
standard-duration controller therapy with
varenicline, bupropion, or nicotine
(173–183). Eight studies (n = 3,711)
provided data for the primary analysis of 7day point-prevalence abstinence at 12
months; ﬁve reported SAE data (n = 2,612)
(178, 180, 181, 183) (Table 7).
Beneﬁts. Compared with standardduration controller therapy, extendedduration therapy probably increased
abstinence at 1-year follow-up, measured as
7-day point-prevalence abstinence, (RR,
1.22; 95% CI, 1.07 to 1.39; ARR, 53 more per
1,000 patients; 95% CI, 17 more to 94 more;
moderate certainty in the estimated effects)
(175, 178–183). Pooled estimates from two
trials with 655 participants also suggested
extended-duration therapy probably
reduced relapse assessed at 12 to 18 months
after initiation of therapy (HR, 0.43; 95%
CI, 0.29 to 0.64; moderate certainty in the
estimated effects) (175, 180, 181).
Harms and burdens. Compared with
standard-duration controller therapy,
extended-duration therapy probably
increased SAEs slightly (RR, 1.37; 95% CI,
0.79 to 2.36; ARR, 3 more per 1,000 patients;
95% CI, 2 fewer to 11 more; moderate
certainty in the estimated effects) (178, 180,
181, 183).
Certainty in estimated effects.

Certainty in the effects estimated for 7-day
point-prevalence abstinence at 12 months
was judged to be moderate because of
serious risk of bias. Certainty in estimated
SAE effects was judged as moderate
because of serious imprecision. The
estimate of relapse was assessed as having
moderate certainty because of serious
imprecision.
Other considerations. The panel
considered extended-duration therapy to be
acceptable to stakeholders and feasible to
implement. Cost-effectiveness has been
evaluated for varenicline in two systematic
reviews, and both concluded that extended
treatment was cost-effective compared with
standard-duration treatment (184, 185).
Cost-effectiveness data are not available
for bupropion and NRT. Medication
costs differ signiﬁcantly on the basis of
drug class and availability of generic
alternatives, and these differences create
economic barriers to implementation for
uninsured populations. For the most
vulnerable populations, optimizing

pharmacotherapeutic choice and duration
is critical to promoting equity, as tobacco
dependence is most prevalent among
disadvantaged individuals. The panel
considered extended therapy to be probably
feasible and acceptable to both providers
and patients, although there may be an
additional treatment burden.
Panel discussion and conclusions. The
panel concluded 1) that more than 12 weeks
of pharmacotherapy provides a large
beneﬁt compared with standard treatment
courses of fewer than 12 weeks, with
increased abstinence and decreased relapse
rates having moderate-certainty evidence,
and 2) that extended-duration therapy
probably does not increase or decrease
SAEs compared with standard-duration
therapy, with outcomes showing moderatecertainty evidence. As a result, the panel
made a strong recommendation for
extended-duration treatment of tobacco
dependence beyond 3 months, including
regimens of up to 12 months in duration,
considering that the clinical superiority
(balance of effect) of extended-duration
treatment outweighs its higher price
and the possibly important uncertainty
or variability of patients’ values and
preferences. Therefore, all panel
members preferred a strong
recommendation.
Recommendation 7. For tobaccodependent adults for whom treatment is
being initiated with a controller, we
recommend using extended-duration
therapy (>12 wk) over standardduration (6–12 wk) therapy (strong
recommendation, moderate certainty in the
estimated effects).
What others are saying. The 2018
American College of Cardiology tobaccocessation clinical pathway recommends at
least 3 months of therapy with nicotine and
3–6 months of therapy when using
varenicline or bupropion (49).
Research needs. Although extendedduration therapy for tobacco dependence is
effective and safe, the optimal duration of
treatment for each drug within speciﬁc
populations is unknown. Beneﬁts of
pharmacotherapy are evident in studies of
treatment for up to 12 months, but
additional studies of long-term and
maintenance therapy are needed. Studies
evaluating the factors inﬂuencing long-term
adherence could shed light on novel
methods for improving maintenance
outcomes.
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Indirectness

Imprecision

Standard
Duration

Number (or Percent)
Extended
Duration
Relative

Absolute (per
1,000 Patients)

Effect (95% CI)
Certainty

Not serious

Time to relapse (follow-up: 1 yr)
2
RCT
Serious

—

—

787

333

0.8%

180

—

—

—

—

HR, 0.43 (0.29–0.64)

RR, 1.37 (0.79–2.36)

—

—

MD, 0.27 lower
(↓0.44–↓0.1)

MD, 1.54 lower
(↓3.94–↑0.85)

—

MD, 22.03 d more
(↑10.81–↑33.24)

0 fewer (0–0)

3 more (↓2–↑11)

MD, 0.6 lower
(↓1.53–↑0.33)

MD, 1.15 lower
(↓3.75–↑1.45)

Low

Very low

—

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Important

Important

Important

Important

Important

Critical

Important

Important

Critical

Importance

Definition of abbreviations: ↑ = increase of; ↓ = decrease of; CI = confidence interval; HR = hazard ratio; MD = mean difference; MNWS = Minnesota Nicotine Withdrawal Scale;
RCT = randomized controlled trial; RR = relative risk; SF-12 = Short-Form Health Survey.
Treatment with more than 12 weeks of pharmacotherapy provides a larger benefit than treatment courses of fewer than 12 weeks and has a similar risk of serious adverse events. For
complete evidence tables, together with references, explanations of certainty assessments, and results of the Evidence-to-Decision process, see online supplement.

468

—

948

322

30/1,304 (2.3%)

345

Withdrawal (follow-up: 25 wk; assessed with MNWS urge to smoke; lower score indicates better outcome; scale of 0–4)
1
RCT
Serious
Not serious
Not serious
Serious
None
499

—

None

None

None

None

585

—

Not serious

Serious

Serious

Serious

Withdrawal (follow-up: range, 13–14 wk; assessed with craving and urge to smoke; low score indicates better outcome)
2
RCT
Serious
Serious
Not serious
Serious
None
601

—

Not serious

Relapse (follow-up: range, 12–18 mo)
2
RCT
Not serious
Not serious

Other substance use, not reported
—
—
—

Not serious

Not serious

Serious adverse events
5
RCT
Not serious

Serious

Not serious

No. of cigarettes (follow-up: mean, 1 yr)
1
RCT
Serious
Not serious

51

Very low

Inconsistency

Other
Considerations

Moderate

Risk of Bias

Certainty Assessment

Quality of life (follow-up: 52 wk; assessed with SF-12; higher score indicates worse quality of life; scale of 12–47)
1
RCT
Serious
Not serious
Serious
Serious
None
47

Study
Design

Seven-day point-prevalence tobacco abstinence at 1 yr (follow-up: mean, 1 yr; assessed with self-report 1 exhaled carbon-monoxide concentration veriﬁcation)
8
RCT
Serious
Not serious
Not serious
Not serious
None
751/1,935 (38.8%)
24.2%
RR, 1.22 (1.07–1.39) 53 more (↑17–↑94)

No. of
Studies

Table 7. Evidentiary Basis for Strong Recommendation Favoring Extended over Standard-Duration Treatment Regimens, with Moderate-Certainty Evidence
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Discussion
Traditionally, the clinical community has
engaged tobacco use as the toxic antecedent
to chronic disease, and so it follows that
clinicians have focused on methods to
increase the patient’s motivation to stop.
Our 21st-century perspective, however,
engages tobacco use as the cardinal
manifestation of a disturbance in the
brain’s molecular-learning mechanisms.
From that perspective, the treatment team’s
responsibility extends beyond facilitating
quitting and includes maximizing
longitudinal control over the compulsion to
smoke.
The main limitation of our guideline is
the limited number of recommendations
included. Because our objective was to
identify a functional, evidence-based
pharmacotherapy pathway, we began the
process by identifying an optimal controller
medication on which to build additional
clinical recommendations. By necessity, our
guideline could not address all possible

pharmacotherapy options. Future guidelines
should consider optimal controller
strategies for patients in whom varenicline
has previously failed or who have previously
refused this treatment.
The guideline addresses several limiting
misconceptions, including the value of
combination pharmacotherapy, the
approach to patients who are reluctant to
stop smoking, and the safety and efﬁcacy of
treating vulnerable behavioral health
patients.

Patient Perspective
In 1967, I made a decision that I now regard
as the worst I have ever made. As a bright,
young college freshman, I made the decision
to smoke. Admittedly, I was not thinking of
the impact it would have on me during my
lifetime. I can tell you from experience that
the addiction to smoking is real. Every day is
going to be the day to quit, but every
moment of the day brings reminders that

the addiction to cigarettes is stronger than
the will to quit. Days, months, and years go
by, and the quit date keeps getting pushed
further and further into the future.
All smokers face the possibility of lung
cancer, heart disease, and other debilitating
illnesses. Smokers also must contend with
the societal stigma that tobacco use carries.
Smoking is time consuming, and it is costly.
With all these negatives, it is not surprising
that most smokers really do want to quit.
Healthcare professionals have a prominent
role to play in tobacco dependence. They
have the trust of their patients, the media,
and opinion leaders, and their voices are
heard across a vast range of social,
economic, and political arenas. Patients
look to providers for rational and useful
tools to assist them in their quest to become
smoke free. By developing effective
pathways for treating tobacco dependence,
the ATS is taking important steps toward
changing the impact tobacco dependence
will have on future generations. n
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